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INTRODUCTION

1. In this book, years and dates are indicated in the following format: reign title and year/Chinese lunar month and day. For a long time scholars believed that Gujin tan’gai was the original title of this book, and that because the book did not attract enough attention, the title was changed to Gujin xiao. However, recent scholarship has demonstrated that the title Gujin xiao appeared first and then Feng also published it under the title of Gujin tan’gai. For a review of these various editions and titles, see Guo Jianping, “Gujin tan’gai xiaohua yanjiu.” The edition referenced by this book is titled Gujin tan’gai.

2. Feng Menglong, Gujin tan’gai, 49. The Cheng Brothers refer to Cheng Yi (1033–1107) and Chen Hao (1032–1085).

3. I thank Maiwfen Lu for helping me investigate the references to this anecdote in Ming-Qing publications. I also thank her and Beverly Bossler for a very helpful discussion about the invention of the anecdote.

4. Wu Yuancui, Linju manlu, 695. In most of the extant editions, including the editions I referenced in this book, Linju manlu is printed together with Manlu pingzheng, a commentary on Linju manlu by He Canran, Wu’s contemporary. The same editions also include Wu’s counter-commentary, Bo Manlu pingzheng, and He’s response, Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng. Unless otherwise noted, the edition used in all the footnotes in my analysis of Wu’s Linju manlu and Bo Manlu pingzheng as well as my examination of He’s Manlu pingzheng and Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng refers to the Beijing tushuguan guji zhenben congkan edition.

5. Feng Menglong, preface to the chapter “Yufu” 迂腐, Gujin tan’gai, 7.

6. Feng Menglong, “Zixu” 自敘, Gujin tan’gai, appendix, 7–12. The rhetoric clearly demonstrates the influence of the radical thinker Li Zhi. On Li Zhi and the ethics of genuineness, see Pauline Lee, Li Zhi, chap. 5.

7. Chen Jiru (1558–1639), whose commercial success and celebrity status were built on xiaopin writing, composed a preface for the first volume of Zuofei’an ri zuan and thought highly of it. For scholarship on xiaopin literature and Chen Jiru as a xiaopin writer, see Greenbaum, Chen Jiru, 143–50;


9. This phrase comes from the title of Brook’s monograph, *Confusions of Pleasure*.

10. Feng Menglong’s *Gujin xiao* continued to be printed in different forms and with different titles. Zheng Xuan rolled out three volumes of *Zuofei’an ri zuan* within the span of a few years.


12. For discussion of Huang Zongzhou’s criticism of the popular genre of “ledgers of merit and demerit” and his own ledger technique in *Renpu*, see Brokaw, *Ledgers of Merit and Demerit*, 121–25 and 128–38 (on the section that includes the evil of mingling with courtesans, see 134).


14. Wu Yuancui claims it must have been Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037–1101, the Shu faction) who made up the story. For a discussion about Su Shi, Cheng Yi, and Song factionalism, see Levine, *Divided by a Common Language*, chap. 5.


16. Ibid.; He Canran’s comment is on the upper margin of the page, 695.

17. See chap. 1 in this book for more analysis of Wu Yuancui’s publications.

18. It is important to note that the term *gonglun* can be interpreted in different ways. I translate it as “public opinion” in this book. Harry Miller, in his work on late Ming political history, has rendered it “public consensus.” Miller, “Opposition to the Donglin Faction,” 58.

19. Wu, conclusion of *Leaving for the Rising Sun*.


22. I use the word *image* metaphorically here. In both premodern and modern times, moral-political images have always been transmitted in nonvisual media, including not only texts but also what scholars of political behavior call “image attributes” stimulated mentally by political materials (Shyles, “Defining Images of Presidential Candidates”). W. J. T. Mitchell offers an excellent discussion on the multiple meanings of “image,” in particular the problem of dichotomizing “image” and “word,” in his classic *Picture Theory*, esp. 83–110. For a literature review on image and politics, see Khatib, introduction to *Image Politics in the Middle East*.


27. For reservations about this interpretation, see Chow, *Rise of Confucian Ritualism*, 15; Handlin-Smith, *Art of Doing Good*, 163.
28. Mark Elvin discusses the Confucian moral meteorology in *Retreat of the Elephants*, chap. 12. Frederic Wakeman, in his monumental work on the Ming-Qing transition, also situates this dynastic change in the context of climate change. See Wakeman, *Great Enterprise*, vol. 1, 7. For the latest, most comprehensive discussion of the “seventeenth-century global crisis,” see Parker, *Global Crisis*. In this book, Parker offers a sophisticated account of the seventeenth-century crises resulting from both climate change and human activities related to it.


30. Ibid., 175. See also Chen Baoliang, “Wan Ming rujia chuantong”; Brook, *Confusions of Pleasure*.


32. Wang Hung-tai, “Ming-Qing de zixun chuanbo.”

33. Ibid.

34. Miller, “Opposition to the Donglin Faction.” Other explorations include the special issue on the “public sphere” and “civil society” in *Modern China* (1993); Brook, introduction to *Praying for Power*. Wakeman proposed examining the boundaries between “public” and “official” in late imperial China instead of those between “public” and “private.” See Wakeman, “Boundaries of the Public Sphere.”

35. For example, He Zongmei, concluding chapter of *Ming mo Qing chu wenren jieshe*.

36. The Five Cardinal Relationships refer to the proper relationships between the ruler and subject, father and son, husband and wife, elder and younger brothers, and friends.

37. For a discussion on the special status of friendship in the Five Cardinal Relations, see Kutcher, “The Fifth Relationship.” See, in addition, Martin Huang, “Male Friendship in Ming China” and “Male Friendship and Jiangxue”; McDermott, “Friendship and Its Friends.” Stressing “syncretism,” Vitiello offers an excellent analysis of how the idealization of male-male friendship informed new understandings of the ideal male-female relationship and also exposed the conflict between the ethics of fufu and pengyou in the wulun system. Vitiello, *Libertine’s Friend*.


40. For a comprehensive and insightful review of the Ming-Qing transition sources, see Struve, *Ming-Qing Conflict*.

41. Crossley, *Translucent Mirror*.

42. In the concluding section of each chapter in *Women and National Trauma*, Wai-yee Li offers a succinct but insightful review of how particular seventeenth-century tropes and issues were remembered, reimaged, and appropriated in later periods. For a detailed case study of late-Qing imagination of the late Ming, see Qin, *Qing mo Min chu*. Harry Miller offers an excellent case study of this issue in his research on the oblivion of the late-Ming official Tang Binya. Miller, “Opposition to the Donglin Faction.”
43. Wang Hung-tai, “Ming-Qing de zixun chuanbo,” 60; Han Li, introduction to “News, Public Opinions, and History.” Fei, Negotiating Urban Space, 46–51. “Public opinion” has multiple context-specific meanings. In most cases in seventeenth-century China, it refers to views shared and voiced by the literati.
44. Han Li, introduction to “News, Public Opinions, and History.”
46. Chen, introduction to Chen and Schaberg, Idle Talk, 4.
47. Siyen Fei cites this example to emphasize the impact of “news-based vernacular novels” (Negotiating Urban Space, 198–99). But in the text, Qian Daxin seems to refer to novels in general.
48. Chen Longzheng 陈龍正, Jiting wai shu 幾亭外書, cited in Chen Wanyi, Wan Ming xiaopin, 38. See also Liu Yongqiang, “Xiaoshuo qiyuan wenti.” “Petty discourse” is a translation by Graham Sanders in “I Read They Said He Sang What He Wrote,” 91.
49. Fei, Negotiating Urban Space, 202.
51. Sun Chuanting, preface to Jianlao lu, 193–94.
52. Ibid., 210–11.
54. Weijing Lu, True to Her Word, 36.
55. Jimmy Yu offers a number of case studies in Sanctity and Self-Inflicted Violence.
59. See some well-known examples in ibid.
60. Some Chinese scholars have named this genre jiaying xiaoshuo. I dub it “family romance.” I use “family” here to refer broadly to any of the following concepts: family, household, clan, and lineage. I thank Dorothy Ko for helping me explore this concept and translation. This translation is also inspired by Lynn Hunt’s examination of power struggles before and after the French Revolution through the lens of “family romance” in The Family Romance of the French Revolution. For a critical review of the complicated history of Romance, see James Grantham Turner, “‘Romance’ and the Novel in Restoration England.”
61. For a comprehensive study of this genre, see Liang Xiaoping, Ming-Qing jiazuo xiaoshuo. A more focused analysis of familial ethics in such fictions is Duan Jiangli, Lifa yu renqing.
62. Struve, Ming-Qing Conflict, 640.
63. Levine, Divided by a Common Language, 2–3.
64. Ibid., chap. 7.
67. Bossler, Courtesans, Concubines, and the Cult of Female Fidelity, 42–43.
68. For a discussion on late-Ming factionalism and its connection to East Asian trade, war, and diplomacy, which had now become an
integral part of the globalized networks, see, e.g., Yang Haiying, *Yuwei Changcheng*.

69. In this book I use the term *turncoat* to refer to former Ming officials who surrendered to and/or served the Qing. The other common term applied to such officials, *erchen*, implies as much moral bias as “turncoat.” I do not use the term *erchen* in this book because it would become an extremely important political tool the Qing Qianlong emperor used to rewrite seventeenth-century political history. For discussion of the Qianlong emperor and the discourse on *erchen*, see Crossley, *Translucent Mirror*.


73. Michael G. Chang, *A Court on Horseback*.

74. Kutcher, *Mourning in Late Imperial China*.

75. Debates about sinicization and the Manchu Way in the past two decades have produced important insights. See, e.g., Rawski, “Presidential Address”; Ping-ti Ho, “In Defense of Sinicization”; Ding Yizhuang, “Reflections on the ‘New Qing History’ School”; and Yang Nianqun, introduction to *Hechu shi Jiangnan*. Two recent anthologies have summarized and advanced this debate: Liu Fengyun, Dong and Liu Wenpeng, *Qingdai zhengzhi yu guojia rentong*; Liu Fengyun and Liu Wenpeng, *Qingchao de guojia rentong*.

76. Guy, *Qing Governors*. Miller, from the perspective of “state versus gentry,” makes similar observations in *State versus Gentry in Early Qing Dynasty China*.

77. Scholars generally agree that *xiao* had appeared by the Western Zhou (1045–771 BCE), and *zhong* by the Spring and Autumn period (770–221 BCE). Questions related to their earliest forms, meanings, and implications are still being debated. Chan and Tan, introduction to *Filial Piety*, 1; Sato, *Zhongguo gudai de zhong lun yanjiu*, esp. 36–49; Wang Zijin, “Zhong” guannian yanjiu, chaps. 1 and 11.

78. Some scholars identify the *Han Feizi* as presenting the earliest textual appearance of the word *zhongxiao* (Nuyen, “Filial Piety as Respect for Tradition,” 204). “Zhongxiao” is the title of the fifty-first section of the *Han Feizi*, but this word does not appear in the main text of the section. The complete compilation of the fifty-five sections in the *Han Feizi* existed by the first century BCE. Zhang Jue, *Han Feizi jiaoshu*, preface and chap. 20, 1261–62. It is possible that the use of the term *zhongxiao* in *Lüshi chunqiu* predates that in the *Han Feizi*. The passage in which *zhongxiao* appears is in book 4, section “Quan xue” 勸學. See Sato, *Zhongguo gudai de zhong lun yanjiu*. But some also question if *Lüshi chunqiu* was actually produced during the pre-Qin period (see, e.g., Wang Zijin, “Zhong” guannian yanjiu, 328).
80. Holzman, “Place of Filial Piety,” 192.
82. For a comprehensive introduction to this text and a brief account of the historical background for its emergence, see Rosemont and Ames, The Chinese Classic of Family Reverence.
85. Crossley, Translucent Mirror; Wakeman, Great Enterprise, vol. 2.
86. Meyer-Fong, Building Culture, 23.
87. For example, chapter 14 of this classic discusses the connections between loyalty and other virtues such as filial piety, fraternal love, and gender distinction.
88. Scholars have recently explored a local term, nan/nü, and its analytical potentials. See Hershatter and Wang, “Chinese History”; Liu, Karl, and Ko, Birth of Chinese Feminism. As Lisa Raphals has shown, the nuanced but significant differences between usages of gendered binaries in Chinese history often get obscured in linguistic continuity. Raphals, Sharing the Light.
89. For discussion of “Confucian gender system,” see Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers.
90. For discussion of the Song period, see Davis, Wind against the Mountain.
91. Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers. For analysis of access to women during the Song-Yuan period, see Bossler, Courtesans, Concubines, and the Cult of Female Fidelity; Birge, “Women and Confucianism from Song to Ming.”
92. Brokaw, Ledgers of Merit and Demerit, 18.
93. Pauline Lee, Li Zhi. On how late imperial fiction and drama engaged authenticity and sincerity, see, e.g., Epstein, Competing Discourses; Owen, “I Don’t Want to Act as Emperor.”
94. Chow, Rise of Confucian Ritualism; Brook, Praying for Power; Brokaw, Ledgers of Merit and Demerit; Lu Miaw-fen, Xiaozihi tianxia; and Wang Fansen, “Ming mo Qing chu de yi zhong yange daode zhuyi.”
95. As scholars in various disciplines have pointed out, the term moralism is inadequately defined and theorized. When theorized in modern Western contexts, it is often discussed as the opposite of “morality”; the two concepts form a “fake” versus “genuine” binary. Coady, “Preface” and “The Moral Realism in Realism,” in Coady, What’s Wrong with Moralism?
CHAPTER 1: LISTS, LITERATURE, AND THE IMAGINED COMMUNITY OF FACTIONALISTS

1. Lucille Chia’s review of the use of print in the Ming dynasty points to the significance of the Wanli reign in the history of print culture. Chia, “The Use of Print in Ming Dynasty China.”

2. Brokaw, Ledgers of Merit and Demerit, 23–24. Historians have defined the Donglin differently in different research projects. For a summary of various usages of and approaches to “the Donglin” in extant scholarship, see Ying Zhang, “Politics and Morality,” esp. 17–23. John Dardess points out that “Donglin” “stood for an ethical revitalization movement; it referred to a national Confucian moral fellowship; and it also labeled a Beijing political faction.” Dardess, Blood and History, 1. For a careful analysis of the early stage of Donglin as an intellectual group but not a political party, see, e.g., Fan Shuzhi, “Donglin shuyuan.” Ding Guoxiang argues that the Donglin was not a political party but was heavily involved in politics, whereas the Fushe was closer to becoming a “party” than the Donglin. Ding Guoxiang, Fushe yanjiu, esp. 17–25.


4. Miller has probed a couple of cases in his “Opposition to the Donglin Faction” and “Newly Discovered Source.”

5. See Wu Yuancui’s short biography in Li Guangzuo, Changzhou xian-zhi, 290, and in Liu Tenglong, Suzhou fuzhi, 30.35b and 65.38a–39b. Liu’s edition of Suzhou fuzhi also lists some of his publications (45.47a).


7. The small project was titled Yanzhong jiwen燕中紀聞.

8. He Canran, postscript to Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng, and He’s notes, 760. The first volume is called qianji and the rest bieji, duoji, jiji, yuji. In most of the extant editions, including the editions I referenced in this book, Linju manlu is printed together with Manlu pingzheng, a commentary on Linju manlu by He Canran, Wu’s contemporary. The same editions also include Wu’s counter-commentary, Bo Manlu pingzheng, and He’s response, Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng. Unless otherwise noted, the edition used in all the footnotes in my analysis of Wu’s Linju manlu and Bo Manlu pingzheng as well as my examination of He’s Manlu pingzheng and Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng refers to the Beijing tushuguan guji zhenben congkan edition.

9. Although Wu Yuancui downplayed the fact that he gave copies of the book to prominent figures, the responses from these men clearly indicate that he was keen to seek their comments and recognition. See Wu Yuancui, appendix (“Fu zhugong ping Manlu” 附諸公評漫録) to Wu Yuancui, Bo Manlu pingzheng, 756–60.

10. He Canran, postscript to Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng, 761–62.

11. “Literary commentaries” refers to printed commentaries for readers of the Classics (for examination purposes) and vernacular novels.
12. For a discussion of the literary commentary format and the development of commentary editions of vernacular novels since the sixteenth century, see Rolston, *How to Read the Chinese Novel*.

13. These publications include *Yi’antang gao*, which devotes many entries to clarifying Wu’s position, and *Tanyuan zazhi*, a compilation of memorials on the Li Sancai controversy. For an insightful analysis of the case and the relationship between the Donglin and Li Sancai, see Miller, “Newly Discovered Source.”


15. He Canran, postscript to *Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng*, 761. *Yi’antang gao* was also published and reprinted multiple times. The earliest preface is dated Wanli 38 (1610), and the latest Tianqi 1 (1621).


17. He Canran, preface to *Bo Bo Manlu pingzheng*.


19. See the official Ni Yuanlu’s recollection of the persecution of Donglin officials in Jin Risheng, *Song tian lu bi*, 508–9, 514.

20. Ono, *Mingji dangshe kao*, 94. The compilation seems to have been completed around Wanli 37 (1609), but it continued to be edited and augmented. The latest memorial included is dated Wangi 42 (1617).

21. Ibid. For a discussion about Li Sancai and the Donglin defense of him, see Miller, “Newly Discovered Source.”


23. Ibid.


25. Wu Liang, “Huai fu bu tan qingyi zizai shu” *Zhiyuan ji*, 8.35a. I believe the list he mentions refers to the Donglin because this sentence immediately follows his definition of the Donglin faction in the memorial.


28. Ibid.

29. He Canran, commentary section in *Manlu pingzheng*, 584.

30. For a detailed analysis of these struggles, see Dardess, *Blood and History*.

31. Xia Xie, *Ming tongjian*, 2220. The List of Notorious Donglin Fighters is attributed to the official Wang Shaohui.

32. Xue Cai’s comments on his friend Chen Zhenhui’s essay, “Shu Jiazi huitui” 書甲子會推, in Chen Zhenhui, *Shu shi qi ze*, 1b–2a.

33. Qian Renlin, *Donglin biesheng*, 14b, 29b. Qian compares the various versions of this list, including those recorded in titles such as *Bofu lu* 剝復錄, *xian bo zhi shi* 先撥志始, and *Zhuozhong zhi yu* 酌中志餘.

34. Qian Renlin, *Donglin biesheng*, 13a and 16a–b.
35. Wuyue Caomang Chen, Wei Zhongxian xiaoshuo chijian shu, 165.
36. The Qing literatus Qian Renlin offered a brief analysis of how some names and sobriquets are matched in his introduction for Donglin dianjiang lu when he compiled it into Donglin biesheng (14b–16a).
37. This is in chapter 33 of the novel Water Margin.
38. See, e.g., Ji Liuqi, Ming ji bei lue, 263.
39. Wang Shaohui, Donglin dianjiang lu, 922. The translations of these sobriquets adopt those in Pearl S. Buck, All Men Are Brothers, 1266–72.
40. Qian Renlin points out that one of the lists, Donglin pengdang lu 東林朋黨錄, brought in Qian Shouyi and Huang Yuansu because they resembled the names of Qian Qianyi and Huang Zunsu, two Donglin-identified officials. Qian Renlin, Donglin biesheng, 1a.
41. For example, see Donglin pengdang lu and Donglin jiguan 東林籍貫, in Qian Renlin, Donglin biesheng.
42. Wuyue Caomang Chen, Wei Zhongxian xiaoshuo chijian shu, 163.
43. Qian Renlin, Donglin biesheng, 32a. This official was Zhou Shunchang, one of the famous Donglin martyrs.
44. For a comprehensive list of Donglin-identified officials who have appeared on major Donglin blacklists, see Ono, Mingji dangshe kao, 377–402.
45. I thank Ari D. Levine for pointing out this similarity.
46. Cited in Jin Risheng, Song tian lu bi, 170.
47. CMMYL, 272–75.
49. Ni Yuanlu’s memorial (CZ 1/2), in Jin Risheng, Song tian lu bi, 512.
50. Ibid., 514.
51. Ibid., 512.
52. Ibid., 256, in the record of the Chongzhen emperor’s audience with his grand secretaries.
53. Its long-lasting impact on late-Ming politics is evident in another list that was compiled at the Southern Ming Hongguang court. See “Interlude” in this book.
54. See chap. 2 in this book. A literatus at the time, widely known for his pro-Donglin stance, observed that although some officials had legitimately challenged Donglin factionalism, the Donglin’s suffering changed its image. See Zhang Shiwei, “Ji Jiongqing Wu Yinzhi xiansheng wen” 祭冏卿吳因之先生文, in Zhang Yidu xiansheng Ziguangzhai ji shi liu juan fu Zhou libu jishi yi juan, 262.
55. Ni Yuanlu was accused of illegitimately obtaining an honorary title for a concubine after he abandoned his wife in clear violation of the Five Cardinal Relations. Zheng Man certainly recognized the connection between his case and Ni’s. TSZXNP, 493.
57. Jie Zhao, “A Decade of Considerable Significance.” Translation by Zhao, n. 45.
59. Wu Liang clearly and specifically criticized Zhu Geng and his followers at court. He believed in his position so deeply that he admitted to the emperor that he was even willing to impeach some fine officials in order to “cut off the factional network surrounding Grand Secretary Zhu.” Wu Liang, “Huai fu bu tan qingyi zizai shu,” 8.35a–b.
60. Jin Risheng, Song tian lu bi, 435.
61. Wu Liang, “Song Zheng libu Taichu yanshi zuoqian” 送鄭禮部太初言事左遷 and “Zai yong qianyun shuhuai si shou” 再用前韻書懷四首, Zhiyuan ji, 2.21a–22b.
63. See, e.g., Ye Xianggao, Qu bian, 2.46–48. Grand Secretary Ye Xianggao (1559–1627) was respected for his nonpartisan stance. He included this incident in his documentation of government affairs but was careful not to explicitly discuss his own judgment; instead he puts “it is said” or “someone said to someone that . . .” before those passages about Zheng. The contemporary author Shen Defu briefly documented Zheng’s case. He suggested that Zheng fabricated accusations against colleagues in order to present himself as a courageous official. Shen Defu, Wanli ye huo bian, 233–34.
64. Wu Yuancui documented former colleagues’ conversations about Zheng in several places in his work Yi’antang gao, jin ji, 67b and shi ji, 59a, 65a. Although Wu Yuancui strongly disliked Wu Liang, he never endorsed the theory that Zheng, Wu’s in-law and ally, faked political integrity. Rather, he was suspicious of the attacks on Zheng.
65. Shen Defu, Wanli ye huo bian, 234.
67. Xia Xie, Ming tongjian, 2074; Xie Guozhen, Ming-Qing zhiji dangshe yundong kao, 3–5, 10–30.
68. Fan Shuzhi, “Dangzheng xuanwo.”
69. Daobing Donglin huo 盜柄東林夥, in Qian Renlin, Donglin biesheng, 39a.
70. Zheng had retired in the late Wanli reign and played no role at court in the anti-eunuch protests of the Tianqi reign. Various contemporary sources suggest this was Zhe faction’s work, among them Jin Risheng’s Song tian lu bi. On the collaboration between the eunuch faction and the other factions, see Xie Guozhen, Ming-Qing zhiji dangshe yundong kao, 31–47.
71. Qian Qianyi, “Feng anren Wu shi muzhiming” 封安人吳氏墓誌銘, Chu xue ji, 1427–29.
73. TSZXNP, 483.
74. Ibid.
75. Chun-fang Yu, Renewal of Buddhism in China.
76. For more on Yunqi Zhuhong’s interactions with the gentry of the late Ming, see ibid.; Brook, Praying for Power. On the couple’s influence among gentry men and women, see Jian Ruiyao, Mingdai funu fojiao.


80. For a detailed discussion of these misrepresentations in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century literati works, see Ying Zhang, “Confucian Principles.”


83. For an account of Zheng Man’s arrest, see Xia Xie, Ming tongjian, 2239.

84. TSZXNP, 494; “Chongzhen 11 nian Jinyi Wu Mengming hui zou Zheng Man zhang mu shu” 崇禎十一年錦衣吳孟明回奏鄭鄤杖母疏, CMMYL, 730.

85. Xia Xie, Ming tongjian, 2776–78.

86. This exchange was well documented in many contemporary sources. Sun Chengze’s Chunming meng yu lu (392–94) probably provides the most detailed account. More on this in chap. 3 in this book.

87. Ji Liuqi’s documentation of the execution, though not completely accurate, nonetheless reflects the sensation caused by Zheng Man’s case at the time. Ji Liuqi, Ming ji bei lue, 258.


89. One of Zheng Man’s uncles, Zheng Zhenyuan 鄭振元, raised specific examples in his testimony, “Bian yuan jie” 辯冤揭, in Tang Xiuye, Zheng an chuanxin lu yuangao, no page number. CMMYL, 394.

90. Zheng Zhenyuan, “Bianyuan jie,” in Tang Xiuye, Zheng an chuanxin lu yuangao. Zhang Xia compiled a few such biographies in Yuqiao hua. The term xiaoshuo is translated here as “vernacular novels” for two reasons:
first, in the Zheng Man case, vernacular novels indeed appeared; second, the other meaning of this term, “petty discourses,” is covered by the other term, xiaoshi. See the introduction to this volume for scholarship on gossip, anecdote, and related terms.

92. Sun Kaidi, Zhongguo tongsu xiaoshuo shumu, 85.
95. They were given titles such as mengzhu and hufa.
96. Titles of chapters 36–38.
97. See Wen Tiren’s biography in MS, 7931–37.
98. Liang Xiaoping, Ming-Qing jiazu xiaoshuo, esp. chaps. 3–5. For the meaning of the term and this genre, see the introduction to this book.
99. I use the term authors here because multiple sources suggest that the attacks on Zheng Man’s sexual immorality put forth in these literary accounts were coauthored. For example, see Gu Yanwu, “Lu gongshi Laifu shu xi nian dai Xu sheren Xi cao shu gong Zheng Man shi” 陸貢士來復述昔年代許舍人曦草疏攻鄭鄤事, in Tinglin shiji huizhu, 806–10.
100. Lu Shiyi, Fushe jilue, 100.
101. Ibid.
103. Richard Wang, Ming Erotic Novellas, esp. 134–44.
104. Again, the text has not survived. See chapter titles of Da yingxiong zhuan 大英雄傳, in Tang Juanshi, Zheng Man shiji 4, 3a–4b.
105. Titles of chapters 19 and 22 in Da yingxiong zhuan.
106. Yujing xin tan, one of the early Chongzhen publications on the yan-dang atrocities, named Song tian lu bi as one of the sources to which readers could resort for biographical details of the persecuted officials. Zhu Chang-zuo, Yujing xin tan, “Fanli” 凡例, 2.
108. Xie Guozhen, Ming-Qing zhiji dangshe yundong kao, 54.
109. TSZXNP, 495. Dao ming lu was compiled by a Song scholar-official, Li Xinchuan (1166–1243). A collection of sources concerning Daoxue scholars, it reflects Li’s particular understanding and representation of the history of Daoxue. On the nature, contents, and agenda of Dao ming lu, see Chaff, “The Historian as Critic”; Hartman, “Li Hsin-ch’uan.” The latter also provides a detailed discussion of Li’s representation of Zhu Xi in Dao ming lu, 344–49. Again, I thank Ari D. Levine for citations and for pointing out the crucial linkage between this text and Zheng’s mention of it.
111. TSZXNP, 495.
112. Ying Zhang, “Politics and Practice of Moral Rectitude.”
113. For a discussion of Zheng Man’s identification with Su Shi as an official and a man, see Ying Zhang, “Politics and Morality,” chap. 2.
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